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Healthcare Education Mission: 
Cultural Competence and Critical Thinking

Experiences with Medical Student Education in Burundi



Who are We?
What is our context?

• 2009-2011: Kenya: Interns, Residents

• 2013-present: Medical Students, Interns



Critical Thinking in Africa
Is this really true?  I mean, there are lots of smart Africans who can think 

critically!

• Africa is full of good critical thinkers, especially 
in social situations

• (story from an African friend who is smarter 
than me)

• The question is less critical-thinking capacity 
and more application of their capacity to 
academics/medicine.



Traditional Medical Education

• Hope Africa University started their medical school in 2007, with a curriculum 
that had been slightly-modified from the national university.

• Many HAU professors were also professors at other medical schools, thus our 
experience was likely normal for our context.

• Courses were usually taught intensively and exams scheduled afterwards 
(sometimes long afterwards) based on the syllabus given by the professor.

• Little to no laboratory exposure



Traditional Medical Education

• Implications:

• 100% rote memory = 
100% evaluation

• Lack of understanding 
and application

• Massive forgetting

Exam sample

Final Exam:

1. Pathophysiology of 
Rheumatic Heart Disease

2. Treatment of Ischemic 
Heart Disease



Innovations We Have Found Useful

• Weekly quizzes and Clinical scenarios

• Practical Exams

• Journal Club

• Ethics

• Modeling and Resource Limitation



Innovations We Have Found Useful

• Beat the cram!

• Courses that have short quizzes each week of a 6-10 week course to 
encourage (force) studying as the students go through the course

• Test questions that require application of clinical scenarios.  Case presentation 
+ “what is the next step?”

Weekly quizzes and Clinical scenarios



Innovations We Have Found Useful

• Obstetrical course with simulator sessions using 
Helping Babies Breathe and Helping Mothers 
Survive models

• 10 minute practical exam for each student to 
demonstrate practical competencies

Practical Exams



Innovations We Have Found Useful

• Use the article to see where information comes from and to question how it is 
applied.

• Helps to appreciate ambiguity and know how to approach                      
nuanced situations (e.g. a test that is <100% specific or a                   
treatment that is only effective in a certain group)

Journal Club



Innovations We Have Found Useful

• Ethical case studies are 
complex by nature and 
require an identification 
and comparison of 
abstract principles

• Also a FASCINATING 
cultural lesson for the 
foreigner

Ethics Discussions



Innovations We Have Found Useful

• There is no replacement for DOING critical thinking 
together

• The Magic Words “I don’t know” (“but I will find out!”)

• Resource Limitation provides an opportunity to 
practice critical thinking together

• “I need 5 tests, but the patient can only afford 1.  
Which is the most important?  Which possible 
result will change management how?”

Modeling and Resource Limitation



Conclusion

• Integrating critical thinking into medical education is a valuable skill that many 
Westerners can contribute abroad if done in culturally-competent ways

• When appropriate, formal teaching methods can be redesigned

• Take advantage of the context of resource limitation to involve learners in 
“everyday” critical thinking learning opportunities


